Ab initio molecular dynamics of hydrogen dissociation on metal surfaces using neural networks and novelty sampling J. Chem. Phys. 127, 154716 (2007) Obtaining quantitative agreement between theory and experiment for dissociative adsorption of hydrogen on and associative desorption of hydrogen from Cu(111) remains challenging. Particularly troubling is the fact that theory gives values for the high energy limit to the dissociative adsorption probability that is as much as two times larger than experiment. In the present work we approach this discrepancy in three ways. First, we carry out a new analysis of the raw experimental data for D 2 associatively desorbing from Cu(111). We also perform new ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) calculations that include effects of surface atom motion. Finally, we simulate time-of-flight (TOF) spectra from the theoretical reaction probability curves and we directly compare them to the raw experimental data. The results show that the use of more flexible functional forms for fitting the raw TOF spectra gives fits that are in slightly better agreement with the raw data and in considerably better agreement with theory, even though the theoretical reaction probabilities still achieve higher values at high energies. The mean absolute error (MAE) for the energy E 0 at which the reaction probability equals half the experimental saturation value is now lower than 1 kcal/mol, the limit that defines chemical accuracy, while a MAE of 1.5 kcal/mol was previously obtained. The new AIMD results are only slightly different from the previous static surface results and in slightly better agreement with experiment.
I. INTRODUCTION
Heterogeneously catalyzed processes, which are composed of sequences of elementary molecule-surface reactions, are widely employed in the industrial production of many important chemicals. Despite the relevance of the field, even the simplest elementary reactions on metal surfaces like the dissociation of the smallest molecule, H 2 , on metals remains challenging to model quantitatively. 1 In this framework, the dissociative chemisorption of H 2 on copper surfaces is ideal for testing the accuracy of dynamical models and electronic structure calculations, as evidence exists that it is essentially electronically adiabatic. [2] [3] [4] Furthermore, working on this benchmark for activated chemisorption is advantageous due to the large number of experimental [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] and theoretical studies available for comparison. In surface chemistry, the H 2 + Cu(111) reaction 8, 11, 12, 19, 26, 39, 43 has a status that is similar to that of the H 2 + H exchange reaction [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] in gas phase chemistry, major challenges to theorists being to explain the associated chemical physics and to demonstrate the validity of their methods for the system concerned.
A previous theoretical study 39, 40 based on the BornOppenheimer and static-surface approximations (BOSS) reached chemical accuracy (errors ≤ 1 kcal/mol) in the a) Electronic mail: f.nattino@chem.leidenuniv.nl. b) Present address: Department of Chemistry, Rutgers University, Newark, New Jersey 07102, USA.
description of many sets of experimental data for H 2 and D 2 on Cu(111). Electronic structure calculations were performed using density functional theory (DFT) with a semi-empirical density functional, developed according to the specific reaction parameter (SRP) approach originally developed by Truhlar and co-workers for gas-phase reactions. 55, 56 Nevertheless, a quantitative description of some experimental observables, such as the rotational quadrupole alignment parameter (A
2 ), 19 the probability of vibrational excitation, 14 and the influence of the initial rovibrational state of D 2 on the reactivity, 13 was not yet achieved. Data on the initial state resolved reaction probability of D 2 on Cu(111) were obtained from post-permeation associative desorption experiments, 13, 19 in which D atoms were supplied to the surface through permeation of the bulk. The experiments used a high surface temperature (T S = 925 K) in order to have a sufficient flux of permeating atoms. The quantum state of the desorbing molecules was probed via laser excitation using resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI), 57 and their translational energy distribution was determined from time-of-flight (TOF) measurements of the ions through a field free region.
In previous theoretical work, the failure of the BOSS study in describing A (0) 2 was attributed to the static surface approximation employed, considered unable to describe this observable measured at high surface temperature. 39, 40 The effect of phonons on the reactivity of H 2 on Cu(111) was first modeled in a very approximate way, 40 using the surface oscillator model, 58, 59 but this was insufficient to account for the discrepancies in A (0) 2 between theory and experiment. The fact that the measured initial-state-selected effective barrier heights (E 0 (v,J)) of H 2 could be accurately reproduced using the BOSS model, even though the experiments were performed at high surface temperature, can be explained on the basis of observations according to which E 0 (v,J) should be independent of surface temperature effects. It has been shown that varying only the width of the reaction probability curve is sufficient to account for most of the surface temperature effects on reaction. 21 Despite the good agreement obtained for H 2 , a larger mean absolute error (MAE) was obtained for D 2 in the description of E 0 (v,J) (1.48 kcal/mol). 39 More recently, ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) has been used to introduce the motion of the surface atoms in the calculations and to model the effect of the experimental surface temperature. 43 The results showed that modeling surface temperature effects substantially improves the agreement between theory and experiment for the rotational alignment parameter, and slightly improves the agreement for the reaction probability of the two initial rovibrational states investigated. Wijzenbroek and Somers developed the so-called static corrugation model (SCM), in which the "static" effects of surface temperature, i.e., of the thermal lattice expansion and of the thermal distribution of the displacements of the surface atoms from their equilibrium positions, were simulated. 44 Their results, which showed that modeling surface temperature with the SCM affects the reaction probability curves through both a small shift in energy and a "broadening" of the curves, are in better agreement with experimental data than the BOSS results, and in good agreement with AIMD.
As alternative to dynamical models, Harrison and coworkers 47 proposed a dynamically-biased microcanonical model, in which a limited number of adjustable parameters are fitted to an experimental set of data sensible to the dynamical biases part of the model. This semi-empirical model was able to accurately describe a large variety of experimental data, over a large range of collision energies, but it may be argued that this was done to some extent by simply fitting the vibrational and rotational efficacies to experiment. The model also gave a good description of the surface temperature dependence of the state-specific reaction probability curves extracted from TOF data by Murphy and Hodgson. 21 However, such a microcanonical model is still limited in which "dynamical" experimental observables can be computed (for instance, the rotational alignment parameter, or the vibrational excitation probability cannot be computed with the present model). On the other hand, our dynamical model for H 2 + Cu(111) can be systematically improved by adding more (phonon) degrees of freedom, and describing these more accurately, while the SRP density functional we developed is firmly rooted in a validation against observables either measured at low surface temperature (sticking probability determined via molecular beam experiments, data on rotationally inelastic scattering) or that experiments suggest exhibit no, or little, dependence on surface temperature (E 0 (v,J)). Our model is best suited to describing the reactivity at the (111) terraces which should dominate the reactivity of surface defined by accurately cut crystals for the higher translational energies considered in our study (close to E 0 ). Such conditions are presently best for validating electronic structure theory for highly activated molecule-surface reactions, 60 as the presence of defects, of which there may be an ill-defined variety, 61 would strongly affect the thermal reactivity of molecules on metal surfaces. 62, 63 We consider the dynamically biased microcanonical theory currently less useful for such validation purposes, as it produces a zero-point energy corrected reaction threshold value for which comparison of electronic structure theory to experiment through rate theory might lead to ambiguous results for highly activated reactions.
In the present work we tackle some of the significant discrepancies that still exist between dynamical models and experiments. For instance, both the BOSS and the AIMD models mentioned above overestimate the experimental D 2 reaction probabilities at the high collision energies (see Figure 1 ). Also, in contrast to theory the experimental maximum reaction probability showed a strong dependence on v, 13, 15 the value for v = 1 exceeding the v = 0 value by a factor 1.85. Furthermore, the BOSS model has a MAE in the description of E 0 (v,J) which is considerably larger for D 2 than for H 2 , 39 as mentioned earlier. Moreover, theory is slightly shifted to lower energies (20-40 meV) compared to the highest nozzle temperature sticking probability curve determined via molecular beam experiments. 11 In contrast, the theoretical initial-state-selected reaction probabilities are shifted towards higher energies by about 50-100 meV compared to the experimental curves, 39, 40 the shift being the largest for v = 0 and v = 1 D 2 . Finally, the state-averaged average desorption energy computed from the experimental reaction probability curves is 71 meV lower than the value measured by Comsa Here, we present four approaches to resolving these discrepancies and inconsistencies. First, we re-examined the raw TOF data from associative desorption experiments 13 to see if the form of the initial-state-selected reaction probability curve (S v,J (E)) used to fit the data might be responsible for the discrepancies in S v,J at high incidence energy. In particular, more flexible sigmoid functions than the traditionally used error function (ERF) have been tested in modeling the reaction probability curves when fitting the TOF spectra. The choice to also test asymmetric sigmoid functions was motivated by the outcome of calculations with the hole model, 66, 67 of which results are also presented here. Second, in the fits of the TOF spectra, we have used an expression for the influence of the angle with which the molecule leaves the surface on its TOF that is more accurate than the one used before. 13 Note that the choice of fitting function is also relevant to activated reactions other than H 2 + Cu(111), 13, 16 such as N 2 + W(110), 68 CH 4 + Pt(111), 69 CH 4 + Ni(111), 70 and H 2 O + Ni(111), 71 which have all been modeled with the ERF form. Third, we have extended the number of initial rovibrational states of D 2 investigated with AIMD, and compare these new AIMD results both to the previous BOSS data and to the newly-fitted experimental reaction probabilities. Finally, we have simulated TOF spectra from the computed reaction probabilities, to achieve a more direct comparison between the theoretical results and experimental raw data, without any manipulation of the latter other than the background subtraction. To our knowledge, this is the first time that TOF data describing associative desorption are simulated directly on the basis of computed dissociative chemisorption probabilities.
We find that the choice of the functional form employed for the reaction probability curve when fitting an experimental TOF spectrum strongly influences the saturation value of the experimental reaction probability curves for v = 0. However, the new analysis does not fully solve the discrepancies between theoretical and experimental saturation values, and theoretical reaction probabilities are still larger than the experimental values at high energies. Furthermore, due to corrections to the method of doing angular averaging in the analysis of the TOF spectra, the experimental reaction probability curves are now slightly shifted to higher collision energies, improving the agreement between theory and experiment in the E 0 (v,J) value: the MAE of experiment relative to both BOSS and AIMD is now lower than 1 kcal/mol, the limit which conventionally defines "chemical accuracy." Compared to the BOSS model, the AIMD method produces reaction probability curves which are in most cases slightly broader and slightly shifted to lower energies, and therefore in better agreement with the experimental data. Finally, the TOF spectra simulated from the AIMD reaction probability curves agree better with experiment than the ones simulated using the BOSS reaction probability curves.
The paper is structured as follows. In Secs. II A-II C we describe the theoretical methods employed (BOSS model, AIMD methods, and hole model). In Sec. II D the various functional forms which have been used in the fitting of the reaction probability curves are presented. In Secs. II E-II G we describe how the experimental state-selected reaction probability curves have been extracted from the measured TOF spectra and how the relative and absolute saturation values of these curves have been determined. In Sec. II H we show how the average desorption energy can be computed from the state-selected reaction probability curves. In Sec. III, all the results are presented and discussed: Section III A includes the hole model results; in Sec. III B all the fits of the theoretical reaction probabilities are presented; in Secs. III C and III D the fits of the experimental TOF spectra, and the reaction probabilities extracted from these are presented, respectively; in Sec. III E simulated TOF spectra are presented and compared to measured ones; in Secs. III F and III G the effective barrier heights and average desorption energies obtained theoretically and experimentally are compared. Finally, conclusions are presented in Sec. IV.
II. METHODS

A. BOSS model
Details about the BOSS model have been given previously, 39, 40 therefore only a brief description is given here. An accurate six-dimensional potential energy surface (PES), 39, 40 based on a large number of DFT calculations, describes the interaction between H 2 and the ideal Cu(111) surface. The semi-empirical SRP functional 39 was employed in the electronic structure calculations. The SRP-PES is characterized by a minimum barrier height (E b ) of 0.628 eV, which corresponds to the so-called bridge-to-hollow (bth) configuration. 39 For D 2 , zero-point energy (ZPE) corrections lower the barrier by about 30 meV. Further barrier heights with the relative barrier geometries can be found in Ref. 72 . We report calculations performed using the quasi-classical trajectory (QCT) method, the appropriateness of which is justified by the good agreement between quantum and quasiclassical dynamics results found previously. 39, 40 In the QCT method, vibrational ZPE is imparted to the molecule, the initial conditions of which are described via an appropriate sampling of coordinates and velocities.
B. AIMD method
The AIMD technique 73, 74 relies on the BornOppenheimer approximation, as does the just described BOSS model. However, due to the "on-the-fly" calculation of the forces, AIMD circumvents the need of computing and fitting a PES and allows for the simulation of surface atom motion, which is used to model the experimental surface temperature (T S = 925 K 13 ). The procedure according to which the initial displacements from the equilibrium positions and the velocities are assigned to surface atoms is described in Ref. 43 . Note that the equilibrium lattice constant has been expanded by 1.54% 75, 76 in order to account for thermal expansion. Just like the BOSS calculations, the AIMD calculations use the QCT method. The AIMD technique has already been shown 43 to quantitatively reproduce the sticking probability measured by Michelsen et al. 13 using molecular beam experiments.
The AIMD calculations are performed with the VASP package. [77] [78] [79] [80] The surface is modeled using a slab consisting of 4 layers, three of which are allowed to move. A 2 × 2 supercell is employed. The first Brillouin zone is sampled by an 8 × 8 × 1 k-point grid which includes the point. Other computational details, which have been given previously, 43 are very similar to the ones used in the BOSS calculations. The SRP48 functional used here differs from the original SRP functional 39 in the use of the PBE exchangecorrelation functional 81, 82 instead of the PW91 one, 83, 84 and in the use of a slightly different mixing coefficient (see Ref. 43 for more details). However, with the mixing coefficient chosen, the SRP48 functional reproduces the SRP minimum barrier height. 43 Calculations suggest that surface temperature should have little effect on the barrier heights that would be extracted from dynamics experiments. If only thermal expansion of the surface is considered, the barrier heights computed for high symmetry sites are significantly lowered (by 27 to 44 meV at T S = 925 K), 85 provoking a shift of the reaction probability curves towards a lower energy. 44, 85 Dynamics calculations suggest that this effect is counteracted by the displacement of surface atoms from their equilibrium position 44 and from the modeling of dynamical recoil effects, 43 which tend to shift the reaction probability curve by the same amount of energy, but in the opposite direction. The net effect observed in the calculations is a broadening of the reaction probability curve, though not by the same amount as observed experimentally.
Between 400 and 900 trajectories per initial rovibrational state and collision energy have been computed. Reaction probabilities and confidence intervals are estimated with the Wilson (or score) 86 method, except if a zero binomial proportion is observed (if no reactive events are found), for which case a proper interval has been employed. 87 Reaction probability error bars represent 68.3% confidence intervals.
C. The hole model
The consequence of the multidimensionality of the PES for an activated system like H 2 + Cu(111) is that each molecule experiences a different energy barrier along the path it attempts to follow towards reaction. Formally, the barrier distribution function N(E) is the fractional number of barriers with an energy which falls between E and E + dE. According to the classical hole model 66, 67 the reaction probability S as a function of the collision energy E i can be computed from the barrier distribution function:
This model assumes the applicability of a sudden model to the parallel translational motion and the rotation of the molecule, and a purely classical over-the-barrier mechanism: no effects such as tunneling or vibrational softening at the transition state are considered. The model also assumes that the only energy available for the reaction is the collision energy. Note that N(E) is determined from a (static) analysis of the PES, therefore S(E) cannot be initial-state specific. We expect this model to be reasonable for (v = 0, J = 0) H 2 , which contains only zero-point vibrational energy, and for which each orientation is equally likely. Dai and Light 35 have shown that for this state, and for the translational energies of interest to our study, the reaction probability can be accurately computed by summing fixed-site reaction probabilities with appropriate weights, meaning that the sudden approximation may be assumed to work reasonably well at least for parallel translational motion. The analysis with the hole model, which involves the evaluation of N(E) from the PES and the calculation of S(E) according to Eq. (1), is likely to demonstrate whether it is likely that an asymmetric fitting function should be employed to fit the sticking probability for at least the (v = 0, J = 0) state. Fitting TOF spectra for other (v,J) states with a fitting function that is flexible enough to describe both asymmetric and symmetric sticking probability curves can then show to what extent the results of the hole model regarding asymmetry of the reaction probability curve generalize to other (v,J) states.
N(E) is often arbitrarily assumed to be a Gaussian function. 88 With this assumption, we can rewrite Eq. (1) as
This result motivated the use of a form (ERF) incorporating the error function to model the reaction probability curve for activated systems. 89, 90 For instance, the reaction probability of the systems H 2 + Cu(111), 16 71 has been modeled with the ERF form. More generally, any N(E) symmetric about E 0 will give a S(E) that is symmetric with respect to inversion about its inflection point, for which E = E 0 . However, application of the hole model to a non-symmetric barrier distribution function would lead to a reaction probability curve that is "non-symmetric" with respect to the inflection point. Such a curve would not be properly described by the ERF functional form.
The ERF form (Eq. (2)) is symmetric with respect to inversion through its inflection point, increases monotonically and has an upper asymptote at S = A. In the literature, people often refer to A, E 0 , and W as the saturation parameter, the effective barrier and the width parameter, respectively.
In order to test the degree by which the barrier distribution function N(E) for H 2 + Cu(111) resembles a Gaussian distribution, we have calculated N(E) from the accurate six-dimensional PES 39, 40 by computing the energy distribution of the first-order saddle points (transition states) found in more than 10 7 (r, Z) cuts of the PES, using a small bin width. A modified Newton-Raphson approach as described in Ref. 91 has been used to locate the transition states. The twodimensional cuts were chosen on a grid in X, Y, cos θ , and ϕ: X and Y uniformly cover the surface unit cell, and cos θ and ϕ uniformly range from −1 to 1 and from 0 to 2π , respectively.
Note that N(E) is normalized by the total volume of possible configurations.
D. Reaction probability curve fitting
Previous work in fitting S(E) to experimental dissociative adsorption and associative desorption measurements have used either the ERF or the hyperbolic tangent (TANH) functions. Both are symmetric with respect to inversion about their inflection points. 7, 92 As we will see in Sec. III A, the hole model predicts an asymmetric barrier distribution, N(E). We are thus motivated to try sigmoidal fitting functions that are flexible enough to allow for S(E) curves that are not symmetric with respect to inversion about their inflection point. Figure 2 displays the asymmetric functions we have tried in comparison to the ERF and TANH functions.
One of these is the generalized logistic function (LGS):
The ν = 1 special case of the LGS function is the ordinary logistic curve, a function which is symmetric with respect to inversion through its inflection point and can be related to the TANH function:
Another special case of the LGS function is obtained for ν → 0 + ; this limit corresponds to the Gompertz function (GMP), a sigmoid curve which approaches the upper asymptote more gradually than the lower one (and is therefore "non- symmetric" with respect to the inflection point):
Note that for the LGS function the value of W itself is not strictly related to the "broadening" of the curve; the width of the curve also depends on the value of ν. This is illustrated by Figure 2(b) , which includes curves with different values of ν but the same W and E 0 value: all the curves have similar widths above the inflection point, but the TANH curve is significantly broader than the GMP curve below the inflection point. The broadening of the different curves can be compared through a parameter defining the broadening of a curve in an absolute sense. We define the parameter W with the same physical meaning as the width parameter of the ERF form, i.e., half of the additional collision energy necessary to raise the reaction probability from S(E 0 − W ) to S(E 0 + W ):
Additionally, W 1 and W 2 are defined as the parameters that allow us to distinguish between the broadening of the low energy portion and the high energy portion:
A function with a larger number of parameters, which is therefore more flexible, arises from the product of the GMP and the TANH. We refer to this function, which contains five parameters, as the five parameter curve (FPC):
The values that a specific parameter assumes if the same functional form is fitted to various sets of data can give indications about general trends. However, we use parameters with a physical meaning for comparisons independent on the functional form employed in the fitting. For all the investigated functions, we define the effective barrier height E 0 using the physical meaning that this parameter has for the ERF form (Eq. (2)), i.e., the energy at which the reaction probability first reaches half the saturation value of the reaction probability curve: E 0 = S −1 (A/2). Note that according to the current definition of E 0 , the effective barrier height for a certain initial state is the energy larger than 50% of the dynamical barriers, i.e., the median of the dynamical barrier distribution. The dynamical barrier distribution can differ significantly from the barrier distribution function N(E) described in Sec. II C, since the former also includes dynamical effects that are specific for each rovibrational state while the latter is a "static" property of the PES. In a similar way, E 0 , the effective barrier height, has a different meaning from E b , the static minimum energy barrier: the former is the median of the dynamical barrier distribution, while the latter is the minimum energy required to react on a specific PES, and represents the onset of the barrier distribution function N(E).
E. Time of flight (TOF) spectra analysis
In the present work, we perform a re-analysis of the raw data from Ref. 13 (a description of the experimental apparatus can be found there). D 2 molecules desorbing from a single crystal surface were detected via laser ionization. The experimental conditions were such that the flight time t of the ions from the laser to the detector was dominated by the flight time t in a field-free region.
According to the principle of detailed balance, the recorded TOF spectra can be related to the initial-stateselected reaction probabilities. In particular, the TOF intensity at the field-free flight time t is given by a flux-weighted velocity distribution (expressed in the time domain) multiplied by the reaction probability S and divided by the velocity v = x/t, to account for the fact that the detection method used (REMPI) yields a signal that is proportional to the density in the probe volume:
Here K is a proportionality constant, m is the mass of the D 2 molecule, k b is the Boltzmann constant, T S is the surface temperature, θ and ϕ identify the polar and the azimuthal desorption angles, respectively, and x is the distance flown by the molecules in the field-free region. We assume normal energy scaling, therefore S = S(E n ), E n being the energy associated with motion of the molecules normal to the surface: E n = mv 2 cos 2 θ/2. Eq. (10) is slightly different from the TOF intensity expression originally used (Eq. (2) of Ref. 13 ). Here we take into account that molecules travelling along a linear path that makes an angle θ with the surface normal have flight lengths that depend on θ , x = L/cosθ , where L is the length of the field-free region. In contrast, x = L was originally assumed; in Eq. (10) the cos 2 θ factor, in place of the originally used cosθ , also comes from the variation in x with θ .
The experimental apparatus, schematically represented in Figure 3 , dictated some geometrical constraints on the desorbed molecules reaching the detector and contributing to the signal. We can assume that the laser was focused along a short line, whose length was determined by the laser optics. In the limit of a point detector, only the molecules in a cone with the crystal as base and the crystal-detector distance as height were ionized. To account for this, we have to integrate Eq. (10) over a solid angle with the same aperture as the just described cone, estimated to be approximately 40
• from the experimental setup. This integration is performed over the azimuthal and the polar coordinates ϕ and θ , from 0 to 2π and from 0 to θ c , respectively, θ c being half the aperture of the cone (θ c = 20
• ). We also analyzed some representative TOF spectra assuming that the detector is focused to a line segment parallel to the surface. Under this assumption, the molecules contributing to the signal were the ones for which a straight path from the surface to the line segment and through the aperture located between them was available. However, results obtained assuming a line detector with length up to 9.4 mm are not considerably different from the ones obtained under the assumption of a point detector (fitted E 0 and W values differ by less than 15 meV). For this reason, we have considered the point detector approximation as valid for the rest of the analysis.
The observed total flight time t has to be corrected 13 by subtracting from it t corr = 1.79 μs, which is the time the ions flew after leaving the field-free region, in order to obtain the field-free flight time t. The low energy ions were deflected more easily than the high energy ones, resulting in a distortion of the spectra which can be reproduced by multiplying Eq. (10) by the following "cut-off" function 13 :f (t ) = 1 − tanh[(t − t c )/t w ], with t c = 19.5 μs and t w = 6.6 μs. The final expression obtained for the TOF signal at the fieldfree flight time t is as follows:
Here t = t + t corr . The calibration procedure, which was originally performed without angular averaging, has been repeated using the new expression of the TOF intensity (which includes the integration over the solid angle). This calibration returned a length L of the field-free region of 23.7 mm, as compared to the earlier estimated value of 24 mm. Equation (11) has been fitted to experimental TOF spectra in order to extract the D 2 reaction probabilities S(E n ) (note that the dependence on S(E n ) is in the term I(t, θ , φ), see also Eq. (10)). Note that a thermal (300 K) background has been subtracted from some of the measured spectra. 13 The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm, 93, 94 as implemented in the MINPACK library, 95, 96 has been employed in order to minimize the sum of the squared residuals. Spectra have been fitted over the range of times for which the signal is ≥5% of the maximum signal. The goodness of the fits has been evaluated on the basis of the value of χ 2 , the sum of the squared
For further analysis, we have also extracted reaction probabilities directly from the TOF spectra, using the following expression:
In practice, the TOF intensity is divided by a "θ -averaged" velocity distribution. Equation (12) is therefore valid only if normal energy scaling is assumed, under which condition S(E n ) is not a function of the θ angle and can be extracted from the integral in Eq. (11). The comparison between fitted reaction probability curves and curves extracted from the TOF spectra using Eq. (12) is a test of the ability of modeling S(E n ) using the functional form employed in the fits.
Note that only the shape of S(E n ) can be extracted from the fits of the absolute TOF spectra intensities, as no information about the saturation values (relative or absolute) of the reaction probability curves is contained in the absolute TOF signal by itself. To determine relative saturation values, it is necessary to compare the desorption intensities to intensities recorded from a Knudsen source. Absolute saturation values can only be obtained by comparing the fitted curves to adsorption data.
F. Determination of the relative saturation values
In order to determine the relative saturation values of the various reaction probability curves we have to compare the vibrational populations computed from the initial-state-selected reaction probabilities, assuming unit saturation values, with the measured vibrational populations. 13 The latter can be determined by comparing the measured state selected signals (integrated TOF intensities) to the intensities recorded from a Knudsen source. The former are computed by summing the rotational state populations corresponding to the same vibrational level; the rotational state population can be related to the initial-state-selected reaction probability S in the following way:
where
G. Determination of absolute saturation values
The sticking probabilities, which were measured directly by adsorption of molecules incident on the surface from a seeded supersonic molecular beam source, can be related to the initial-state-selected reaction probabilities determined by the application of detailed balance to desorption data through the following equation: 11, 13 
Here T n is the nozzle temperature, S atoms is the contribution to the sticking probability from D atoms in the beam (estimated from the stagnation pressure and nozzle temperature, assuming unity sticking probability for the atoms 11 ) and f(v s , α, E) is the velocity distribution of the molecules in the beam, characterized by the experimentalists and expressed as a function of the stream velocity (v s ) and a width parameter (α). 7 In order to determine the absolute saturation values of the reaction probability curves obtained from the desorption experiments, Eq. (14) has been least-squares fitted to adsorption data. 11 The relative saturation values among states have been kept fixed. Because the sticking probability values range over different orders of magnitude, we have performed the fit in two stages. First, the function R log = log(S exp 0 ) − log(S f it 0 ) has been employed as residual function. In order to account for the different surface temperature between adsorption and desorption experiments, the absolute values of the width parameters W characterizing the initial-state-selected reaction curves were allowed to vary, but the relative values of W were constrained to the ratios determined from the desorption data. In the second stage of the fit, in order to make the fit more sensitive to the saturation values, another residual function has been minimized, keeping the W parameters (and therefore the "shape") of the reaction probability curves fixed to the values determined in the first stage:
H. Average desorption energy
The average desorption energy has been computed from the initial-state-selected reaction probabilities using the following expression: Figure 4 . Note that the onset of N(E) is, as expected, at E b = 0.628 eV, the minimum energy barrier in the PES. The distribution presents a broad high-energy tail and is therefore non-symmetric. Consequently, the sticking probability S(E) estimated according to the hole model ( Figure 4 ) is also non-symmetric and would not be expected to be fitted accurately by the ERF expression.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Hole model results
The barrier distribution function N(E) computed from the SRP-DFT PES is plotted in
B. Fits to BOSS and AIMD reaction probabilities
BOSS initial-state-selected reaction probabilities, computed from the same PES for which the barrier distribution has been evaluated, have been fitted using the ERF, the LGS, and the FPC expression. The best fits (as based on χ 2 values) are obtained using the flexible FPC expression, since it contains the largest number of parameters. The LGS generally produces good quality fits. We observe a ν parameter which is close to zero for all the examined states, which means that the non-symmetric (GMP) form of the LGS expression better fits the BOSS data than the symmetric (TANH) limit of the LGS form. 72 Note that both the FPC expression and the LGS expressions perform better than the ERF expression in fitting the data. 72 The fact that non-symmetric functions effectively produce better fits of the BOSS reaction probabilities, in addition to the shape of the barrier distribution function calculated from the PES, suggests that non-symmetric functions might in general yield a better description of experimental reaction probabilities as well.
AIMD initial-state-selected reaction probabilities have also been fitted using both the ERF and the LGS expressions. Due to the higher computational cost of AIMD, we were able to investigate fewer collision energies (5) than what has been done with the BOSS model (20) . As a consequence, the scatter is larger and we observe larger variability in the shape of the fitting functions across states. For the (v = 0, J = 4) initial state, we investigated one additional collision energy compared to the other initial states. The ERF and LGS fits of the 5 lower collision energy points for this initial state were almost superimposed. 72 In order to check whether this result was a statistical fluke, we included a sixth high collision energy to the set of data. The inclusion of this collision energy confirmed that this was indeed the case, since the LGS and ERF fits are now considerably different. Considering all the investigated initial states, the LGS form produces better fits than the ERF form for the AIMD data, as is the case for the BOSS results. Due to the lower number of AIMD reaction probability points compared to the BOSS results, we consider the AIMD results reliable only in the range of collision energies for which we have data. Having said that, the LGS fits of the AIMD reaction probabilities look somewhat broader than the LGS fits of the BOSS data (see Figure 5 ). The AIMD reaction probabilities are generally larger than the BOSS ones close to the threshold. The noise in the AIMD fits can be reduced by removing one fitted parameter; for instance, we can constrain the saturation values of the AIMD fits to the corresponding values from the BOSS fits. In most cases the AIMD curves remain slightly broader than the BOSS ones (except for v = 0, J = 4) and are slightly shifted to lower energies, 72 which is consistent with observed effects of surface temperature. 21, 44 However, the broadening observed when going from the BOSS (ideal, frozen lattice) to the AIMD (T S = 925 K) reaction probability curves, is much smaller than the broadening observed experimentally.
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C. Fits of measured TOF spectra
The measured TOF spectra have been fitted modeling the reaction probability curves with the ERF and the LGS expressions. Better fits of the experimental spectra are obtained if the LGS is employed, even though reasonable fits are obtained using both functions (see Figure 6) . Especially for the v = 0 rotational states, lower χ 2 values are obtained with the LGS LGS) form has been used to model the reaction probability curve. The sum of the squared residuals χ 2 is also reported for each fitted curve (in blue and red for ERF form and LGS form fit, respectively).
fits. We also tested the use of the FPC form in the fits, but this function turned out to pair lack of stability to its higher flexibility in some cases and to give results not considerably different from the LGS ones in other cases. The relative quality of the fits performed with the symmetric ERF expression increases with increasing vibrational quantum number v, but the LGS fits are better in all cases, even for (v = 2, J = 2) where ν = 1.0, meaning that the symmetric TANH expression is used (Eq. (4)). 72 The values of the E 0 parameter obtained from the ERF fits of the TOF spectra using Eq. (11) are slightly larger than the values obtained previously. This is clearly visible in Figure 7 , where the E 0 values from the new ERF fits are compared to the earlier values. 13 This is due to the fact that our new TOF expression takes into account the longer flight paths of molecules travelling at non-zero angle from the surface normal. The fitted W parameters, on the other hand, do not change significantly if the new expression of the TOF signal is employed. 72 If the LGS is employed in the fits, the same trend in E 0 is observed as for the ERF form in E 0 : E 0 first increases with J (up to J = 4-5) and then decreases. The shape of the fitted reaction probability curve depends on the vibrational state. The LGS form that fits the experimental data best is close to a GMP function (ν parameter close to 0) for low v but ν increases with v until the LGS form takes on the hyperbolic tangent form (a symmetric function, the LGS form with ν = 1) for v = 2. 72 This suggests that dynamical effects lead molecules in high vibrational states to sample a distribution of effective barrier heights which is more symmetric than the distribution which appears to govern the reaction of D 2 in the lowest vibrational state.
In order to compare the widths of the v = 0, 1, and 2 LGS curves, we also calculated the W, W 1 , and W 2 parameters for the fitted curves (see Sec. II D, Eqs. (6), (7), and (8), respectively). The width parameter W computed for the v = 0 reaction probability curves is significantly larger than the values computed for v = 1 and v = 2, meaning that the v = 0 probability curves are broader than the v = 1, 2 curves. 72 In particular, the broadening of the high energy portion of the reaction probability curves differs substantially across states, while we observe that the LGS fits are very similar, independently from v, in the broadening of the low energy portion: in fact, W 1 does not vary much with v. The observation that the W 2 values are closer to the W 1 values for v = 2 than for v = 0 is consistent with the fit function being more symmetric for v = 2.
D. Experimental reaction probability curves
Representative ERF and LGS reaction probability curves fitted to TOF spectra using Eq. (11) are compared to the curves directly extracted from the TOF spectra using Eq. (12) in Figure 8 . Fitted ERF and LGS curves for the same state are in general very similar at low energies. However, the v = 0 LGS curves are characterized by saturation values significantly larger than the ERF ones. This is not the case for v = 1 and v = 2, where LGS and ERF fitted curves are quite similar over the whole energy range. Compared to the reaction probabilities directly extracted from the TOF spectra, the ERF fits generally underestimate the saturation values for (v = 0, J) states, especially for the cases where the A values obtained with the LGS and ERF forms differ widely. Overall, the LGS seems to better describe the directly extracted reaction probabilities at high collision energies, even though it overestimates the reaction probability somewhat at high collision energies in a few cases (v = 0, J = 2, and J = 6 in the figure) . The above observations are consistent with the finding that LGS fits of the experimental TOF spectra are clearly more accurate than ERF fits for v = 0, whereas the accuracy is more similar for v = 1 and v = 2 (see Figure 6 ). Given the fact that the main differences between ERF form and LGS form fits are observed at high energies, the transmission of the apparatus and the background subtraction procedure are unlikely to have influence on the fits. In fact, the transmission is close to one for most of the energies and small deviations are only expected at long times (low energies). Similarly, the subtraction of a thermal background might affect the reaction probabilities, but only at low energies, where the ERF and LGS forms are very similar. 13 The reaction probability curves obtained from the fits of the desorption data have been used to compute rotational populations via Eq. (13), assuming a unit saturation value for all The measured rotational distribution (empty circles) is compared to the distribution computed from newly fitted reaction probability curves assuming the relative saturation values being 0.96:1:0.81 for v = 0, 1, and 2 (red +) and assuming the same saturation value across vibrational states (green x). The rotational distribution computed from the newly fitted ERFform reaction probability curves is plotted with black x. the curves. Next, vibrational populations have been computed by summing over the rotational populations corresponding to the same vibrational level. The ratio between the measured vibrational populations (P (v = 1)/P (v = 0) = 0.25 ± 0.07 and P (v = 2)/P (v = 0) = 0.015 ± 0.004) 13 and the ones computed in the just described way allows us to determine the relative saturation values of the initial-state-selected . 13 As in the original analysis, we consider A to be independent of the rotational state: the measured rotational populations, plotted in Figure 9 , are qualitatively reproduced under this assumption (χ 2 = 3.391, close to the χ 2 value obtained using the original ERF fits: χ 2 = 3.193). It is worth noting that even if the same saturation value is assumed for the three vibrational states (A(v = 0) : A(v = 1) : A(v = 2) = 1 : 1 : 1) we obtain population ratios that still agree with the measured populations within their error bars (P (v = 1)/P (v = 0) = 0.239 and P (v = 2)/P (v = 0) = 0.0178), and the rotational distribution remains reasonably well described (χ 2 = 4.197, see Figure 9 ). Furthermore, the fact that similar saturation values are obtained for the different vibrational states is consistent with theory: the saturation values of the probability curves fitted to the BOSS and AIMD data do not differ considerably across states, if the same functional form is used. 72 Absolute saturation values of the reaction probability curves have been obtained by fitting Eq. (14) to the sticking probabilities obtained from adsorption experiments while optimizing the A parameters and adjusting the W parameters characterizing the initial state selected reaction probability curves. The sticking probabilities measured with molecular beam experiments and the results of the fit are plotted in Figure 10 . Overall, the sticking probability is reasonably well described using the LGS fitted curves. In particular, the sticking probability curve measured with seeded beams at the highest nozzle temperature (2100 K) is much better described in the high energy range than was achieved previously with the ERF fits, suggesting that our new A value for v = 0 is much more accurate than the old one (this is clearest if the measured sticking probabilities are plotted together with the fitted curves on a linear scale 72 ) . Absolute values of 0.47, 0.49, and 0.40 are obtained as saturation values for the v = 0, 1, and 2 probability curves, respectively, the earlier values being 0.27, 0.50, and 0.38, 15 respectively. The width parameters of the reaction probability curves obtained for the surface temperature at which the adsorption experiments were performed (120 K), are about 70% of the 925 K values. A similar decrease in the width parameter was observed in the original fits. 13 In Figure 11 the LGS reaction probability curves extracted from experiments are compared on an absolute scale to the theoretical results (BOSS model and AIMD). Overall, the theoretical curves are closer to experimental data in the onset of the reaction probability curves, compared to the previously fitted experimental curves (see also Figure 1 ). Furthermore, the experimental saturation values of the v = 0 probability curves (0.47) is significantly larger than the earlier value (0.27 15 ), resulting in better agreement with the theoretical results.
Unfortunately, the discrepancies between theory and experiment are not yet fully resolved: at high collision energies, theory still gives larger values for the reaction probability than does our reanalysis of the experimental raw data. Moreover, the effect that surface temperature has on the broadening of the reaction probability curves is much smaller for theory than for experiments: the AIMD (T S = 925 K) curves are only slightly broader than the BOSS ones (frozen ideal surface), in contrast with the large difference in width between the 120 K and 925 K experimental curves. The broadening we observe in theory is also much smaller than observed by Murphy and Hodgson, who studied the dependence of the reactivity on surface temperature. 21 The authors of this study also observed a surface temperature dependent low energy tail in the reaction probability curves which cannot be described as a broadening effect. However, the AIMD method is not expected to be accurate at these collision energies, where S 0 is as low as 10 −4 , given that a very large number of trajectories would be needed in order to provide statistically significant results (small error bars).
E. Simulated TOF spectra
In Figures 12(a)-12(c) , TOF spectra simulated from the interpolated theoretical reaction probabilities are compared to experimental spectra for three representative states (v = 0, 1, 2, J = 2). The comparison between theory and experiment in the time domain highlights differences in the "shape" of the reaction probability curves, without carrying any information on the saturation values. The theoretical spectra are generally too narrow compared to the experimental ones, and they peak at too short times. The AIMD spectra are broader than the BOSS ones, and therefore in closer agreement with experiments. Spectra much more similar to the experimental TOF are obtained from the theoretical models if the reaction probability curves are allowed to rigidly shift in energy (d)-(f) Simulated TOF spectra in which the reaction probability curves were free to shift along the energy axis in order to best fit the experimental data. The energy shifts E (meV) applied to the theoretical reaction probability curves are reported (blue for BOSS and red for AIMD).
( Figures 12(d)-12(f) , where the amount by which each reaction probability curve had to be shifted in order to best fit the corresponding experimental spectrum is presented is also reported). Note that the experimental TOF spectra are characterized by a sparser sampling of the high energies (short times) compared to the low energies (long times), as data have been measured at constant time intervals. Therefore, the fit of the theoretical data to the experimental spectra in the time domain is particularly sensitive to the low energy part of the reaction probability curves. In line with the better initial agreement with the experimental data, the shift required by AIMD to reproduce experimental data is smaller than for the BOSS model.
F. Experimental and theoretical effective barrier heights (E 0 )
Another way of comparing theory with experiment is by plotting the E 0 value, defined as the collision energy at which the reaction probability equals half the saturation value of the corresponding experimental reaction probability curve. E 0 values extracted from experiments (note that E 0 differs from E 0 for the states characterized by a non-symmetric reaction probability curve), and from BOSS and AIMD calculations are plotted as a function of J in Figure 13 . Table I contains the computed MAE for BOSS and AIMD, taking as a reference 
G. Average desorption energies
Finally, in Table II we report desorption translational energies computed according to Eq. (15) using the newly fitted experimental reaction probability curves. We also computed the average desorption energy for the BOSS model. Since reaction probability curves for a large set of rovibrational states are required in order to estimate this quantity, it has not been possible to evaluate it for the AIMD calculations. Experimental desorption energies are now in somewhat better agreement with the value reported by Comsa and David. 64 The value computed from the BOSS reaction probabilities is larger than both experimental values. Experiments, however, were performed at high surface temperature, while a static ideal surface (0 K) characterizes the BOSS calculations. As discussed by Sementa et al., 65 the average desorption energy estimated from reaction probability curves measured at high surface temperature is lower than what would be estimated using low surface temperature reaction probability curves, due to the larger width of the curves at high surface temperature. Specifically, the effect of using the experimental reaction probability curves determined for T S = 120 K 13 when calculating the average desorption energy at T S = 925 K, is an increase in the average desorption energy of about 60 meV (see Table II ). If we assume that a similar correction might apply to the average desorption energy computed from BOSS data in order to account for surface temperature effects, the agreement of theory (0.71 -0.06 = 0.65 eV) with the experimental value from Comsa and David 64 (0.63 eV) would be significantly improved.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In the present study, the raw associative desorption data from which the experimental initial-state-selected reaction probabilities for D 2 on Cu(111) were extracted 13 have been re-analyzed. In addition, we present new AIMD calculations for this system, in which the reaction probability has been calculated for various initial states simulating the high experimental surface temperature. We also present time-of-flight spectra simulated from theory, which allow a more direct comparison with the raw experimental data.
Results show that the saturation value of the experimental reaction probability curves is strongly influenced by the functional form employed in the fits. This conclusion might apply to other systems, given that in many studies the reaction probability has been modeled with the ERF form (see Sec. II C). The use of the LGS expression, which can assume either a symmetric or non-symmetric shape around the inflection point, suggests similar saturation values for v = 0, 1, and 2, in contrast to what was observed earlier with the ERF form. Furthermore, a general trend according to which the degree of symmetry of the reaction probability curves increases with vibrational state is observed. This suggests that the barrier distribution dynamically sampled by the reacting molecules does not have the same shape for the three vibrational states, and that the width of the reaction probability curve is significantly smaller for vibrationally excited molecules (v = 1, 2) than for molecules in the ground state. The newly fitted reaction probability curves are closer to the theoretical ones in the onset of the curves and in the saturation values.
The use of a time-of-flight intensity expression that takes into account the longer flight of molecules leaving the surface in an off-normal direction results in a systematic shift of about 40 meV of the fitted reaction probability curves towards higher collision energies. This shift is relevant for the assessment of the accuracy of theoretical models, given that the "target" chemical accuracy is defined as the ability of modeling an experimental observable within a shift of 1 kcal/mol (≈43 meV). The agreement between theory and experiment, evaluated in terms of energy difference between the theoretical and experimental E 0 values, is now significantly improved: the mean absolute error for the BOSS and AIMD models is now 0.745 kcal/mol (about 50% lower than in Ref. 39 ) and 0.594 kcal/mol, respectively, which means that both models now achieve a chemically accurate description of E 0 .
The AIMD model slightly improves the agreement between theory and experiment: reaction probability curves are slightly broader and slightly shifted to lower energies, compared to previous BOSS calculations. These findings are consistent with surface temperature effects. However, theory predicts less broadening of the reaction probability curve with increasing surface temperature than experiment, where the 925 K reaction probability curves are considerably broader than the 120 K ones. Furthermore, even though a larger saturation value is suggested by our reanalysis of the v = 0 and v = 2 experimental reaction probability curves, theory still gives larger values than experiment for the reaction probability at high collision energies, for all vibrational states, meaning that discrepancies persist between theoretical models and experiments.
